With almost any task we conduct our performance improves with practice and underlying changes in brain processing occurs. Such performance improvements could, however, be due to improvements in any of a wide range of brain processes, including enhancements in motor processing, decision-making and perceptual processing. An active and important focus of neuroscience research has been to disentangle how learning in different systems contributes to performance enhancements. In particular, improvements in perceptual processing through experience have received a great deal of interest because numerous studies have proposed links between specific changes in perceptual processing to plasticity in specific brain regions [1, 2] . However, such claims linking behavioral learning effects to specific brain processes are extremely controversial and have been challenged on behavioral [3] , computational [4] and neuroscientific grounds [5] .
In this issue of Current Biology, Adab and Vogels [6] address this controversy by demonstrating that plasticity occurs in visual area V4 of the macaque monkey following training to discriminate oriented visual Gabor patterns masked in noise. This neuronal plasticity was evidenced by reduced response variance and a relative increase in response rates for the trained stimuli. Learning effects were most robust when the trained orientation was close to the preferred orientation of the cell, indicating a different learning mechanism than found in studies of fine orientation discrimination [7, 8] . Furthermore, learning-induced plasticity was specific to the orientation of the trained stimuli and was observed outside the context of the training task, suggesting that these were not effects of attention. Computational modeling of the data suggests that the magnitude of behavioral learning was well accounted for by the neuronal changes in V4.
While any demonstration of a link between behavioral learning and brain plasticity is important and noteworthy, this article by Adab and Vogels [6] is especially timely given a recent backlash against the idea that perceptual learning results from plasticity in the early visual pathways. To understand this, a brief review of the last 30 years of research on perceptual learning research is in order.
A number of early, influential studies found that training on perceptual tasks resulted in a striking degree of specificity to the features of the trained stimuli. For example, Fiorentini and Berardi [9] trained subjects to discriminate oriented gratings of different luminance distributions and noted that the learning effects failed to transfer to rotated versions of the trained stimuli or when the spatial frequency of the stimuli was changed. They concluded that this specificity to the trained stimuli imposes strict constraints on the properties of the cells underlying this learning. Later, Poggio et al. [10] found that learning of vernier discrimination was specific to the trained location in the visual field, angle of orientation, and even to the eye that viewed the stimuli during training. They conjectured, on computational grounds and knowledge of the functional architecture of the visual system, that this results from plasticity early in the visual pathway. Correspondingly, a number of electrophysiological studies found signs of plasticity in early visual brain areas, including V1 [8, 11] , V4 [7, 12, 13] , and MT [14] , among others, and the view that specificity of perceptual learning implied the locus of brain plasticity became quite influential [1, 2] .
From a theoretical standpoint, however, models of the visual system can show stimulus-specific learning effects even when allowing no plasticity within the parts of the model engaged in perceptual processing [4, 15] . For example, in an influential model by Dosher and Lu [4] , plasticity in the read-out -weights between the representational and decision areas -well accounts for many observed perceptual learning effects and argues against the sufficiency of stimulus-specific learning effects as evidence for plasticity in visual brain areas.
Accordingly, a number of electrophysiological studies have found plasticity in early visual areas insufficient to explain observed behavioral improvements [7, 8] , due to top-down effects [11, 16] , or to be nonexistent [5, 17, 18] . For example, studies examining the neural basis of perceptual learning in a fine-orientation discrimination task found signs of plasticity in V1 [8] and V4 [7] ; however, the magnitude of plasticity in these regions was insufficient to explain the magnitude of visual performance improvements. Gilbert and colleagues [16] conducted electrophysiological studies in monkeys and found training related changes in V1; however, these changes disappeared when animals were anesthetized, implying they resulted from top-down attentional influences. Furthermore, a recent study by Law and Gold [5] found that improvements in discrimination of low-coherent motion patterns of a specific motion direction were explained by plasticity in the lateral intraparietal sulcus, considered a visual 'decision' area [19] , but not by changes in the middle temporal cortex, an area specialized for visual motion processing that was thought to direction specific learning [14] .
Recent behavioral studies further challenge the postulate that stimulus-specific learning results from low-level visual processing. Application of the recently developed technique of 'double-training' found that experimental paradigms that have been noted for their specific learning effects can show broad transfer when more than one stimulus attribute is trained at a time [3] . Xiao et al. [3] trained subjects on a vernier discrimination task at a specific orientation at a specific location in the visual field, which normally yields location-and orientation-specific learning effects [10] . But when they subsequently trained a second orientation at a different spatial location, they found that the training-induced changes for the second orientation transferred to the first location. Such findings of broad location transfer undermine the argument that this learning is due to plasticity in retinotopic visual areas.
The findings of Adab and Vogels [6] that perceptual learning can result in robust plasticity in V4 provide an important counterpoint to the above-mentioned studies. These findings are significant in that they demonstrate that perceptual learning can involve robust plasticity in visual representation areas. Furthermore, that these learning effects manifest even outside the context of the trained tasks is inconsistent with the effects resulting from top-down attentional modulation. These results help bring some balance to the field of perceptual learning and demonstrate that, while low-level plasticity may not be ubiquitous to training on perceptual tasks, it can and does occur in certain settings. This brings the debate in the field back from the question of whether perceptual learning involves low-level plasticity to when it occurs. Further research will be required to clarify differences between the studies that have found low-level plasticity and those that have not. By now it is clear that learning a task can result in a distribution of plasticity that can include a diverse set of brain regions [20] . What rules determine how plasticity in a given task is distributed across brain areas, why some training procedures yield different distributions of plasticity to others, and the rules that determine whether learning occurs in any given brain region are important topics of future research. An expansion-repression mechanism by which morphogen gradients can adjust to size and growth had been postulated as a model. Now, its molecular nature has been uncovered.
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The classic 1941 Walt Disney movie 'Dumbo' tells the story of a young circus elephant with disproportionately large ears. Initially mocked, Dumbo eventually uses his large ears as wings and becomes a star. However, aside from its allegorical power, his ordeal might have been more dramatic were he not the hero of an imaginary tale, but one of the heroes of modern genetics, a Drosophila melanogaster fruitfly. For flies, wing proportions are best left untouched. In the real world, the proportions of animal body plans have been honed for eons by natural selection and large variations are rarely observed to be beneficial. Nature has evolved robust developmental processes that maintain well-proportioned body plans in the face of environmental challenges such as changes in nutrition or temperature. For example, the adult size of Drosophila flies can be influenced by nutrition up to the point that starved larvae will metamorphose into pint-sized imagos up to fifty percent smaller than their better fed counterparts [1] . Fortunately for such flies, however, their wings scale with their new body size and Dumbo-like flies are never observed. Thus, Drosophilae have developmental mechanisms that maintain the scale of wing surface to body weight best suited to their physiology and metabolism. In a recent issue of Current Biology, Ben Zvi and colleagues [2] describe a molecular mechanism that ensures that the Drosophila wing disc, from which the adult wings form, scales with tissue size. This scaling mechanism acts through modulation of the activity gradient formed by
